A critical step in the delivery of genetic drugs is the dissociation of the DNA from its pharmaceutical carrier at the right place: a critical balance between 'being associated extracellularly' and 'being dissociated intracellularly' needs to be maintained. In our recent work, dual color fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (dual color FFS) was used to reveal how oligonucleotide/polymer complexes physicochemically behave in buffer and in living cells [1] [2] [3] [4] . Dual color FFS monitors simultaneously the fluorescence fluctuations caused by the diffusion of 2 fluorescently labeled species through the same focal volume. Dual color FFS answers the question whether the DNA and the cationic carrier move together (i.e. when they are associated) or separately (i.e. when they are dissociated) through the detection volume. In addition, diffusion characteristics and concentration of the fluorescent species can be derived from the registered fluorescence fluctuation data.
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In this study, green-labeled oligonucleotides (RhGr-ONs) were complexed with a red-labeled cationic polymer (Cy5-pLL). Confocal imaging on cells transfected with these complexes resulted in colocalized fluorescent spots in the cytoplasm as well as in the nucleus, indicating that both RhGr-ONs and Cy5-pLL strands were able to enter the nucleus. Although both red and green fluorescence were more homogeneously spread in the nucleus compared to the cytoplasm, confocal imaging could not reveal whether the nuclear fluorescence was due to intact Cy5-pLL/RhGr-ONs complexes or not. To answer this question we performed dual color FFS in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus. In the cytoplasm, highly fluorescence peaks were simultaneously registered in both detectors, indicating complexes existing of many RhGr-ONs bound to many Cy5-pLL chains were present. In the nucleus, however, only free moving Cy5-pLL and RhGr-ONs were observed. The absence of simultaneous occurring peaks of high fluorescence intensity in the nucleus indicates that both Cy5-pLL and RhGr-ONs are present in the nucleus (as shown by CLSM measurements), without being associated.
